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Prototype 1 
demo: arc.lib.montana.edu/book/home-cooking-history-409
code: github.com/jasonclark/bib-template

Prototype 2
demo: arc.lib.montana.edu/book/opsis
code: github.com/msulibrary/bib-template-fiction

http://arc.lib.montana.edu/book/home-cooking-history-409/
https://github.com/jasonclark/bib-template
http://arc.lib.montana.edu/book/opsis
https://github.com/msulibrary/bib-template-fiction


Project Overview

Open

Of the web

Research discoveries

Teaching opportunities



Project Overview

Origins: the humble Word doc/PDF doc

Publish content using the standards of the open web: HTML, CSS, JS

Cross-genre: stats textbook, english literary journal

Responsive user interface, interoperable 

Searchable, shareable, accessible

Cross-departmental research and practice collaboration



Technical Construction



Technical Themes

Transforming from print to web

Browser interoperability 

Fonts 

Poetry Layout

Footnotes

Page Navigation

Technical Challenges



Safari/iPadMozilla Explorer Chrome Mark-up Code

Word.doc &#945;&#770;     html



Added Greek extension font pack



End result in browser: still not perfect  

Mozilla Firefox

Explorer

Chrome

Safari



Unique poem layout
Original Poem layout in Word.doc Poem in html

em space &#8195; 

thin space &#8201;



Footnotes: Superscript tag in combination with <a> tag

<sup><a id="27top" href="#27ft">27</a></sup>

<sup><a id="27ft" href="#27top">27</a></sup>



Page navigation

<p class="nav-previous-next" epub:type="page-list"  
   typeof="SiteNavigationElement">

   <a class="previous" property="url" 
   href="/book/statistics-with-r-textbook/item/57">previous</a>

   <a class="next" property="url" 
   href="/book/statistics-with-r-textbook/item/59">next</a>
</p>



Reader Studies



What is the UX of Reading?



Mindset

Co-creative

Focus on reader needs

Empathetic

Evidence-based 

Evolutionary 

Interviews

Usability testing

Survey and statistical analysis

Method



Interview Excerpts - Web

“I would never want to read a novel 
online.”

“Felt like homework.”

“Just as matter of familiarizing with 
a new format.”

“Internet is more accessible and 
convenient.”

“Smell.”

“Easier to navigate.”

“Real book is like a fishing rod—it's 
there for fun.”

“Print is more serious. Anyone can 
publish anything online.”

“If it's not broke, don't fix it.”

Interview Excerpts - Print



Key Interview Question

Q: “What makes you choose 
one book format over 
another?”

“Available.”

“Fun.”

“Convenient.” 



We have to maintain a relentless focus on the 
one metric that matters most – learning.

— David Wiley, On Quality and OER

http://opencontent.org/blog/archives/2947


Which factors affect learning?
Usability?
Motivation?
Other UX measures?

How can we create metrics for learning?



Surveys and Statistical Analysis for the UX of Reading

Method

Evaluate student response to the textbook for Stats 217, an intermediate 
statistical methods course (regression, ANOVA, Chi-square tests)

n=273 across two semesters, Fall 2015 and Spring 2016 

Ask students to use three textbook formats: PDF, Print, Web

Measure usability: “How easy to use is each format?”

Measure motivation: “Why would you choose one or the other format?”

Measure learning: students completed a quiz prior to lecture



Survey Results

Result 1

More students had higher motivation to use the web format, but

more students found that the print and PDF formats were more usable.

Result 2

Usability strongly influenced learning across formats.





What is the UX of Reading?

Accessible and available

Easy to use

Fun



Campus Collaboration



The Library as Service Provider

Library

Author
Reader



The Library as Collaborator

Library

Author Reader



Evolving the Reading Experience . . . 

Together



Benefits of Collaborative Projects

Statistics with R: STAT 217

Gives faculty local control over rapidly 
changing texts

Makes text more available and correct with 
multiple simultaneous access options

Results in high-profile Undergraduate research 
projects noting Library research team as 
collaborators

Opens door to exploring the influence of text 
format on reading comprehension

Opsis Literary Arts Journal: CRWR 340 

Provides sharable text for student-run, underfunded 
journal in traditional print format

Enriches class discussion: how creative writing gets 
published and circulated

Engages students in how they read and navigate 
texts

Opens door to exploring the influence of format on  
reading enjoyment



Varieties of Collaboration

Different learning opportunities

New challenges

Management structures

Communication styles

Content

Bearing different fruit & potential



Collaborative Relationships 

Flexible
Experimental

Unique
Logical
Grown

Time Consuming
Valuable



Why do this?



Explore the technical possibilities of 
web publishing

Bring the reader into the process

Expand knowledge of faculty & 
students

Widen our role and relationships



To create a publishing model that is 
open, user-centered, and collaborative, 
for the benefit of libraries, students, 
and faculty.
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